A randomized, controlled, crossover trial of oral midazolam and hydroxyzine for pediatric dental sedation
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ABSTRACT: The effectiveness of oral midazolam in pediatric dentistry is controversial. This randomized, controlled, crossover, double blind clinical trial was conducted in order to study the effect of midazolam, used either alone or in association with hydroxyzine, during child dental treatment. Thirty seven dental sedation sessions were carried out on 11 ASA I uncooperative children less than five years-old. In each appointment children were randomly assigned to groups: P - placebo, M - midazolam (1.0 mg/kg), or MH - midazolam (0.75 mg/kg) plus hydroxyzine (2.0 mg/kg). Vital signs (blood pressure, breathing rate, pulse and oxygen saturation) and behavior parameters (consciousness, crying, movement, overall behavior) were evaluated every 15 minutes. Friedman and Wilcoxon statistical tests were used to compare groups and different moments in the same group. Normal values of vital signs were usually registered. Heart rate increased in groups P and M as the session went on. Group M presented less crying and movement at the first 15 minutes of treatment. Group MH caused more drowsiness at the beginning of the session. Overall behavior was better in group M than in groups P or MH. Group M produced effective sedation in 77% of the cases, and group MH did so in 30.8%. It was concluded that midazolam was effective and safe, and its association with hydroxyzine did not lead to additional advantages in pediatric dental sedation.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the possible sedative drugs in dentistry is midazolam, a short-acting benzodiazepine which can provide safe and effective sedation before surgical procedures18, with anterograde amnesia promotion12. When used with other central nervous systems depressants, midazolam can produce adverse respiratory events. Its commonly re-
ported effective oral doses range from 0.25-1.0 mg/kg in children (maximum 20 mg). It is quickly absorbed after administration via the oral route, can take effect within 15 minutes, reaching a peak in 30 minutes, and lasts from 20 to 90 minutes. A number of studies have employed enteral midazolam for pediatric dental sedation11,15,16,17, and even as premedication before nitrous oxide/oxygen analgesia6,14,15,17,24,26, most of them being retrospective studies.

However, the usefulness of midazolam alone is limited to short-duration procedures, and controlled data are needed to identify safe oral conscious regimens which permit longer duration procedures.11

Wilson17 suggested various sedation protocols for dental treatment, including the association of hydroxyzine (1-2 mg/kg) with midazolam (0.3-0.75 mg/kg). Hydroxyzine is a long-acting (6 to 24 hours) anti-histaminic, H1 antagonist, which acts as a central nervous system depressant, showing itself to be a weak anxiolytic drug10,11,17,26. To date, only a few trials have reported the effects of midazolam combined with hydroxyzine in dental practice.12 The objective of this paper is to compare the efficacy and safety of midazolam, either alone, or in association with hydroxyzine, in dental treatments. The hypothesis to be tested is whether the addition of hydroxyzine would improve the patient’s behavior without affecting vital signs, thus enabling longer periods of moderate or conscious sedation.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The protocol was approved by the Federal University of Goiás (UFG) Ethical Committee; written informed consent was obtained from the parents of each child, and all the procedures followed were in accordance with Resolution 196/96 of Health State Department, Brazil.

Patients treated at the dental clinic of the School of Dentistry/UFG from January 2001 until December 2002 were selected, providing they were up to 60 months old, ASA (American Society of Anesthesiologists) I class, were uncooperative after four sessions of behavior management, and needed at least three routine restorative visits. Exclusion criteria were tonsil hypertrophy, history of allergies, drooling or nocturnal snoring.

Children fasted for a minimum of six hours for solids and two hours for clear liquids. After the physical examination, the pediatrician administered the medication orally, in a random manner, according to the groups: P (placebo), M (midazolam 1.0 mg/kg) or MH (midazolam 0.75 mg/kg and hydroxyzine 2.0 mg/kg). The drugs (magistral formulation, Pharmacia Artesanal, Goiânia, Brazil) were prepared by a pharmacist and were given in a suspension of 1 ml/kg. In order to prevent sedative identification, medicine bottles received codes known only to the pediatrician. Emergency drugs and equipment were available at all times.

The child and his/her parents rested in a calm place for 30 minutes, after which the dental treatment began. Local anesthesia was obtained when indicated, using 2% xylcocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine. When rubber dam use was not possible due to insufficient dental structure, a mouth prop was inserted together with cotton rolls and a suction device. Parents were allowed to stay with their child during the dental appointment, if they wanted. Physical restraint was applied in cases where movement interfered with the completion of treatment. Following the appointment, written post-care instructions were reviewed with parents and the child was discharged when the appropriate discharge criteria were met.

The course of sedation was observed and noted by an examiner who was blind to the sedative, during the medical examination (baseline), and every 15 minutes. The patients’ vital signs which were evaluated were breathing rate (counting the thorax-abdominal movements per minute); heart rate and oxygen saturation (as shown on the display of an Ohmeda 3800 pulse oximeter [Datex - Ohmeda, Helsink, Finland], whose sensor was placed on the patient’s big toe); and blood pressure (checked with an adult-size cuff on the child’s thigh).

Behavior evaluation was based on a scale proposed by Houpt et al.13, which establishes the following scores: sleep - 1 (awake), 2 (drowsy), 3 (asleep); movement - 1 (violent), 2 (continuous), 3 (controllable), 4 (no movement); crying - 1 (hysterical), 2 (continuous), 3 (intermittent), 4 (no crying); overall behavior - 1 (aborted), 2 (poor), 3 (regular), 4 (good), 5 (very good) and 6 (excellent). Sedation was considered successful when overall behavior scores of 5 or 6 were achieved with no adverse reactions in vital signs during the entire procedure. A score of 4 (good) was not included because it represents “some difficulty, but all treatment performed”.

Data were compared using a Friedman non-parametric statistical test with Winstat software (R. Fitch Software, USA), with a significance index of 0.05. Equivalency was verified between groups P, M and MH with regards to the parame-
The figures obtained at each evaluation (15 minutes) and at baseline. When statistically significant differences were detected, a Wilcoxon rank sum test was used in order to select specific differences among groups.

RESULTS

Thirty seven dental sessions were conducted on 11 patients, three males and eight females. Their mean age was 40 months (range 20 to 59 months). One child needed five sessions to complete the dental treatment plan; four children required four visits, while two came for two visits. Dental sessions lasted from 27 to 95 minutes; the means for each treatment were 51.6 (P), 55.2 (M) and 47.3 (MH) minutes (p = 0.839).

Statistically significant differences in the effect of medications on breathing rate, heart rate, blood pressure and oxygen saturation showed by P, M and MH comparisons were not found. The average values for these parameters are presented in Graph 1.

Nevertheless, when we considered each group individually, there were significantly different changes in the heart rate of groups P and M (p = 0.000). A crescent heart rate was observed during the dental treatment, but in M the evaluation at the beginning of the session was similar to that of baseline. Occasionally all groups had values as high as 160 to 198 beats per minute.

Oxygen saturation values were above 90% in all cases, and there were no differences between groups P, M and MH, or between treatment periods and baseline values in each group.

When the three groups were compared concerning behavior parameters, whose mean values are showed in Graph 2, group MH presented more...
children asleep (A) at the beginning of the dental session than did group P ($p = 0.018$), although this difference was not true for group M related to group P ($p = 0.059$). Crying registered at 15 minutes of treatment was better in group M than in group MH ($p = 0.028$) and group P ($p = 0.025$), as higher scores were related to less crying. Movement at 15 minute intervals had lower scores in group P than in group M ($p = 0.018$).

Comparisons of group behavior showed statistically significant differences only in groups M and MH, regarding consciousness. In group M, consciousness decreased in the first 30 minutes of treatment ($p = 0.014$), and in group MH more drowsy patterns were observed in the first 45 minute periods ($p = 0.018$), when compared to baseline data. Overall behavior analysis showed that group M was significantly better than group P ($p = 0.011$) and group MH ($p = 0.022$) (Graph 2). Since no serious adverse events were observed in the groups, the success rate for each group based solely on overall behavior scores 5 and 6 was 7.7% (P), 77.0% (M) and 30.8% (MH).

**DISCUSSION**

The results of this double-blind, randomized, crossover study indicated that midazolam sedations represent a safe pharmacological technique for behavior control in pediatric dentistry, although its effectiveness remains questionable. Some methodological explanations are necessary. While a small number of patients participated in this study, the crossover design ensured that patients could be compared to each other. However, this sample is compatible with Brazilian
statistics', where approximately 3.6% of a 3,500 children population needed sedation.

A negative placebo control group was used due to the fact that, in Brazil, dentists control their patients' behavior by non-pharmacological techniques only. Indeed, children's parents were informed that the use of a placebo would occur.

There is some controversy about the interval required for the dental procedure after oral administration of midazolam, which can vary from 10, 15, 20 or 30 minutes. In our study we chose 30 minutes because of the use of hydroxyzine. If we had considered midazolam alone this interval could be reduced, but this would not allow a double-blind study.

Our results showed that dental appointments were longer than those related to other midazolam studies19,20. Even in placebo sessions almost one hour of treatment was observed. This could be explained by the fact that we rarely abandoned some treatment, in many cases using physical restraint in order to finish the procedure.

Our findings in vital signs confirmed the safety of midazolam. Breathing rate didn't generally surpass normal values for the age bracket under study, that is, less than 40 breaths per minute, for one to five year old children. In all groups, heart rate sometimes exceeded the normal 130 beats per minute (bpm) limit. However, it is known that these levels can go up to 170 bpm during crying, and that only persistent tachycardia would require an investigation. Indeed, we should recognize that the high heart rates are compatible with anxiety states.

By observing behavioral score figures, it can be noted that consciousness, movement and crying tended to worsen over the course of dental appointments. In addition, only sleeping was really affected by M and MH. This means that the drugs weren't effective in eliminating extremely bad behavior, that is, all hysterical crying and violent movement.

In view of these behavioral parameters, it was possible to verify that this research was limited, in that the 15-minute time interval between evaluations did not allow the investigators to have a more comprehensive view of the entire session. In fact, the data could even mask the real situation, and present either a more favorable or unfavorable result, depending on the moment the evaluations were carried out. On the other hand, in order to evaluate the behavior of these children during dental treatment under sedation, Fraone et al.1 decided to film the patients to overcome this bias.

In terms of overall behavior, there were statistically significant differences in the scores between groups M versus P, and M versus MH, and they don't agree with those in Wilson's findings25, who found that the association of hydroxyzine with midazolam was useful. However, the table proposed26 does not envisage dental treatment carried out under physical restraint, and in our study this method had to be used in a few instances.

Based on our results, if we consider that hydroxyzine did not potentiate the effect of midazolam, the fact that group MH had a lower dose of midazolam probably led to worse results than those observed in group M. Thus, bearing in mind that polypharmacy must be avoided due to known adverse reactions, the association hydroxyzine-midazolam brings no benefits to dental sedation, although a study affirms that there is no significant adverse interaction between midazolam and hydroxyzine.

There was an improvement in behavior, however, when this benzodiazepine was used. Success rates for midazolam pedodontic sedation were similar to those found in another study20.

The data in this paper are not meant to encourage dental surgeons to perform routine dental procedures under sedation, in the dental office. Much to the contrary, the aim of this paper is to stimulate more research with a larger patient sample so that other drugs can be studied in order to establish the feasibility of pharmacological sedation in pediatric dentistry.

CONCLUSIONS

The differences found in overall behavior scores between the midazolam (1.0 mg/kg) group and the others (P and MH) were statistically significant and clinically relevant. Midazolam showed the best effectiveness rate (77%). Upon evaluation of the safety aspect of midazolam and hydroxyzine, both protocols were found to be safe. Even when significant differences were found in some of the physiological parameters, none of the values went beyond normal limits. According to this methodology, no advantages were found in the use of the association of midazolam with hydroxyzine.
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